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Abstract 
Marciszewski, W., Order types, calibres and spread of Corson compacta, Topology and its 
Applications 42 (1991) 291-299. 
A Corson compacturn is a compact subspace of the X-product of the real line: Z(f) = 
{xc R“: supp( x) = { y E r: x( y ) Z 0) is countable). For every zero-dimensional Corson compactum 
K we define the order type of K to be the least ordinal cy such that there are an ordina! rl and 
an embedding h : K + Z( II) n (0, l}q such that order type of supp( h( k)) s (Y for all k E K. 
We show that zero-dimensional Eberlein compacta have order type o and give an example of 
a zero-dimensional Talagrand compacturn which has order type ol, answering questions of 
Argyros, Mercourakis and Negrepontis. 
We solve a problem of Comfort and Negrepontis by showing that it is consistent with ZFC 
that 2” > wl and there is a ccc Corson compact space without precalibre (2”, wI). 
Also we discuss the equality spread = weight for Corson compacta. 
Keywords: Corson compact, Eberlein compact, ccc, precafibre, spread. 
AMS (MOSZ Subj, Class: 54A25, 54C35. 
I. htmduction 
This paper is concerned with Corson compacta, i.e., compact subsets of the 
Z-product of the real line (see Section 2 for the definitions). 
Section ‘3 ;c .-;I a*:n+~d to order tvnes of Corson compacta. We answer two questions .d .” .-‘u”“tiw- __ w 3 
due to Argyros, Mercourakis, and Negrepontis [ 1, Remark 4.81, showing that 
zero-dimensional Eberlein compacta have order type SW, and that there is a 
Talagrand compacturn K with order type w1 . 
In Section 4 we discuss the following question due to Comfort and Negrepontis 
[3, Problem 7.31: Let K > ml. Is there a ccc space X without precalibre (K, ol)? 
Assuming that there exists a Luzin (Sierpinski) set of cardinality 2” > 01 we 
construct an example of a ccc Corson corn out precalii re 5”‘, -+). 
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The last section (Section 5) is devoted to the question: Is spread(K) = weight(K) 
for Corson compacta K ? We show that the existence of the Souslin line implies 
that there is an example of Corson compacturn K with spread(K) = w and 
weight(K) = ml. Also we prove that in some cases (e.g. if weight( K) > ol) the above 
equality holds. 
I would like to thank W. Fleissner for some valuable discussions on the subject 
of this paper. 
2. Notation and terminology 
Our terminology follows Engelking [5] and Negrepontis [141. We denote by R 
the real line, by o the set of natural numbers, and 0“’ is the space of irrationals. 
Given ordinals oy and p we identify an ordinal Q! l j3 with the product /3 x at 
ordered by lexicographic order (see [ 10, p. 201). 
Given a set r, we denote by R“ the Tychonoff product of the real line. For x E R’; 
supp(x) = ( y E r: x(y) # 0). We consider the following subspaces of the product R“: 
z(r) = (x E R’-: ]supp(x)] < o} 
and 
co( I-) = (x E R“: VIZ > 0 I{ y: 1x( y)l > &}I < w}. 
Let K be a compact space. K is a Corson (Eberlein) compacturn if K can be 
embedded in C(r) (co{ r)), for some set K The class of Eberlein compacta coincides 
with the class of weakly compact subsets of Banach spaces (cf. [ 14)). 
By CJ K) we denote the space of continuous real-valued functions on K equipped 
with the pointwise topology. We say that K is a Talagrand (Gul’ko) compacturn if
C,C K) is K-analytic (countably determined), i.e., the continuous image of a closed 
subset of the product of the irrationals ow (some subsets S of the irrationals o”) 
and a compact space (cf. [I4]). 
We have the following relationships between these classes of compact F?~cz~: 
Eberlein + Ta?i,.grand + Gul’ko a Corson. 
3. Order types of Carson compacts 
Let K be a zero-dimensional Corson compacturn. Argyros, Mercourakis and 
Negrepo: itis in [l] defined order type of K in the following way: order type(K) is 
the least ordinal (Y such that there are an ordinal 7 and an embedding h : K + Z( 7) n 
(0, 1)' such that order type(supp( h( k))) s CY for all k E K. 
Let us recall that a topological space X satisfies the countable chain condition 
(CCC) if every family of pairwise disjoint nonempty open subsets of X is countable. 
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In [ 1, Proposition 4.91 it is proved that zero-dimensional ccc Corson compacta 
of order type CO, are separable. That paper also contains an example [1, Theorem 
4.41 of a Coi-son non-Gul’ko compact space of order type o. 
Argyros, Mercourakis and Negrepontis asked the questions if zero-dimensional 
Eberlein compacta are of order type SW, and whether zero-dimensional Gul’ko 
compacta are of order type co, l In this section we shall answer these questions. 
3.1. Proposition. Zero-dimensional Eberlein compacta haue order type SO. 
Proof. Let K be a zero-dimensional Eberlein compacturn. First, from Rosenthal 
characterization of Eberlein compacta (cf. [ 14, Corollary 6.37]), it follows that there 
is a To-separating cover % = U( 41,: n E o) of K consisting of open &sets and such 
that the family %, is point finite for every n E o (where To-separating means that 
for every S I E K, k # I there is U E 91 such that f{k, I} A Ul = 1). Because K is 
zero-dimensional without loss of generality we may assume that % consists of clopen 
sets. For n E o, let %,, = ( Uz: a! < cu,} for some cardinal cy,, and let /3 = sup{a,: n E w). 
We define the map 
h : K + (0, 1 }@” 
bY 
1 ifa!<a! andkEUi, 
h(k)((n, cu)) = { 0’ 
9 
otherwise 
9 
Obviously h is a homeomorphic embedding, since % is &separating. For every 
kK and new the set (a,<& h(k)((n,cY))#O) is finite, hence order 
type(supp(h(kj)j 6 w= 0 
3.2. Example. There is a Talagrand compacturn K with order type wl. 
We will prove that Talagrand’s example of Talaprand non-Eberlein compactu 
k, given in [ 151 has the required property. 
First, let us describe the compactum K. 
For every s E w<* = U( w”: nEo) let U,=(fE~Yf2s). The family (US: 
s E ocw j forms a canonical base for the irrationals ww. Given s E W” and m E w by 
s”m we denote the function s”m:n+l+o such that s”mln=s and s^m(n)=m. 
Now let &={i?c~“: 3s~w~“(Ac US) and (Vm~bc) iU&,,~a[~l)} and K = 
(x~: A E d} be a subspace of the product (0, l}“w. 
We will need the following two lemmas: 
3.3. Lemma. Let (fn . l a < p) be a well-ordering of ww for some ordinal p. Then there 
are an ordinal y s p with cf( y) > o, an s E dw, and an infinite subset c w such that 
VmEM sup(a<y:f,E&,,}=y. (Ij 
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Proof. Let y=inf(Ssfi: {f*- - a c 6) is of the second category in ow}. It is easy to 
observe that cf( y) > o. Suppose that s E w<” and infinite M c o satisfying ( 1) do 
not exist. Then we have 
VSEO-- {m E 0: s&a < y: fa E Usam} =y} is finite. (2) 
Let S={sEiiY sup{cr<y:f,E U,}cy}. If sES, then Usn{fn: cu<y} is of the 
first category in o”, hence the set (fu: LY e y) n ( Us: s E S) is of the first eate 
in w”. By (2) the open set U{ Us: s E S} is den in o”, therefore the set 
y}\lJ{ U.: sE S} is nowhere dense in w”: which contradicts the choice of y. 
3.4. Lemma. Let y be an o~~n~~ with cf( y ) > O, {R,: a < y) be the fat@7 of jinite 
subsets of y, and (A, : n E w) be the fa subsets of y sucir that sup A,, = y, for 
every n E 0. Then there is a furnil) (;B, subsets of y such that 
(a) B,c A, for aEw, 
1proof, Fix n E o. Let Cm be a subset of A, such that 
Using A-system lemma we can find the subset Dn c C, 
SUP aa = y), and for every ac and j3 in Dn, a # j?, we have R, n 
finite subset S, c y. Let Cs = sup{&: n E o}. We have 6 < y, since cf( y) > o. 
NOW, by transfinite induction on (CT, n) E o l cf( y) one can easily choose h ((u, n) E y 
such that for every a! < cf( ly) and n E O: 
0) Ma, n)E &\a, 
(2) Ma, n)~UU&.em,: (B, m)<(a, n)), 
(3) &a%,~ ,4: (Is, m)<b, n)l=G). 
(Observe that the family { R,\S: ,i E 0,) is pairwise disjoint.) 
Finally, the required sets B,, can be defined as follows: 
B,={h(air,n):cu<cf(y)}. 0 
Talagrand’s example K has order type q. Suppose that there exist an ordinal q 
andanembeddingh:K+Z($n{O,l}V such that the set {order type(supp( h( k))): 
k E K} is bounded in ol. 
Let us notice that we may assume that h(O,w) = 0, where 0,~ and 0, denote 
functions identically equal to 0 on &’ and pl, respectively. Indeed, if h(O,w ) = XA, 
for some A c 7, we can define an embedding h’: K + 2( 11) n (0,l)’ by 
l-h(k)(h), forAEA, 
for k E K, A E q. Then order type(supp( h’( k))) s order type( supp( h (k))) - order 
type(A)= 
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For every SE J” let kf = x{f} E K. By our assumption h( kJ) # 0, hence there is a 
Af< r) such that h(kf)&) = 1. Let Vf = {h(k) E h(K): h(k)&) = 1). Vf is a clopen 
neighborhood of h( kf) in h(K). Therefore there is a neighborhood Wf of kJ in K 
such that h( W/) c VP We may assume that WJ = {k E K: k(f) = 1 and k(g) = 0, for 
g E N,}, where Nf is a finite subset of 0”. It is easy to observe that for each k < q 
the set TA=(f~&‘: A/= A) is finite. Indeed, if fo,fi ,fi, . . . are distinct functions 
in o”, then kj;, + Oww and h( kf,) + 0,. 
Let T,=(f&...,f&). 
Now, we can define a well-order on 0“’ in the following way: 
Let { fa: a < #?} be the enumeration of ww given by this order. Using Lemma 3.3 
we can find y s /3 with cf( y) > w, s E ocw, and infinite c w such that tlm~ M 
sup(a < y: fa f u&t} = 7. 
LetA,=(CY<y:f,EU,A,},formEM,andR,=(B<r:fgE 
LY < y. Applying Lemma 3.4 for the families {R,: a < y} and {A,: 
find the family {B,: m E M) such that 
(a) B,cA, for rnc M, 
(b) supB,=yformEM, 
(c) Va,/%U{B,,,: mEM}(a!#/il+ a&R,). 
Now, by transfinite induction one can construct, for every T< wl, a subset 
A c U{ B,: m E M} of order type 7 sue that [An B,,J s 1 for every m E 
the function kA = X{fm: QE A) belongs to and by (c) kA E f7{ W/,: ac E A 
h( kA)(Afa) = 1 for every Q! E A. Also by (c) the map QC + AI= is an order isomorphism 
on A, therefore order typc(supp(h( k,))) 3 T, which shows that order type(K) = wl. 
3.5. Remark, lt is possible to extend the definition of the order type for aii Corson 
compacta K, by considering the embeddings h : K + Z(q) instead of the embeddings 
h: K * X(q) n (0, I}? Then the above results a aE;o true for this modifie 
d&r;tisn. 
4. Calibres of ccc spaces 
Let X be a topological space, K be an infinite cardinal and a! be an ordinal SK. 
we say that X has precalibre (K, a 1 (calibre (K, (x)) if for every family { Uh : A < K} 
of nonempty open subsets of X there is A c K such that order type( 
{ U, : A E A} has the finite intersection property (has nonempty intersection), cf. [3]. 
For compact spaces X properties precalibre (K, a) and calibre (K, a) are equivalent. 
Precalibre K denotes precalibre (K, K). 
It is well known that Martin’s 
CH implies that all ccc spaces 
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ordinal a, < wl, ccc spaces have precalibre (ol, cr ), cf. [3, Theorem 7.21. ‘KS hpiks 
the result ccmxsning ccc Corson compacta of order type <w, mentioned at the 
beginning of Section 3. 
Under CH there are various known examples of ccc spaces without precalibre 
o1, see [3,1]. 
Comfort and Negrepontis asked the following question [3, Pro” em 7.3): Let 
K > o1 * Is there a ccc space X such that X does not have precalibre (K, a,)? 
First, let us observe that for K > 2” the answer is negative, since ccc spaces have 
precalibre (2”)‘, cf. 13, Corollary 5.21. Hence MA implies that for every K > ol , 
ccc spaces have precalibre (K, o, ). 
On the other hand the existence of a Luzin or a Sierpinski set of cardinality K > ol 
implies the existence of a ccc Carson compactum without precalibre (K, 0,). 
Let us recall that a Luzin (Sierpinski) set is an uncountable subset X of the real 
line R such that for every first catego subset of measure zero) A in R, the 
intersection A n X is untable. Et is consistent with ZFC that there exists a Luzin 
(Sierpinski) set of cardinality 2” 3 w1 ) cf. [ 11, Theorem 3.181. 
Let us notice that the required example of a Corson compactum can be obtained 
by applying Gaifman’s construction [6; 3, Theorem 6.231 to a Luzin set. Argyros, 
Mercourakis and Negrepontis were first to use this idea (assuming CH) to give an 
example of a ccc Carson compacturn without strictly positive measure, cf. [ 1, 
Theorem 2.3a). 
We shall present here a different construction, however, resembling some general 
idea fern Gaifman’s example. 
4.1. Example. Assume that there exist a Luzin (Sierpinski) set X c R of cardinality 
K. Then there is a ccc Corson compacturn K without precalibre (K, 0,). 
For every natural number n 2 1 we define the set 
s, = ((q,. . . , x,-,) E X”: dist(Xk+, , (x0,. . . , xk}) c 2-(k+4) 
fork=O,...,n-2). 
Let S = (S”: n 2 I} and 
&={AcX:V finite FcA(3(xo ,..., x,,_,)~SFc{x~ ,..., x,,-,})}. 
Finally, let K = {x~ : A E ~62) be a subspace of the product (0, 1}x. 
Since the definition of the family s4 is of finite character, K is compact. We shall 
show that K is a Corson compacturn. 
One can easily check that every sequence (x0,. . . , x,-J E Sn has the following 
property: 
dist(Xk+i,(xo,. . . , ~k})<2-(~+~) for k=O,. . . , n -2 
and i=l,...,n-l-k. (3) 
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Let A E d, observe that for n Z= 1we have 
VF c A (IFI = n + 1 * 3y, z E F (y # z and dist(y, z) < 2-(“+*I)). (4) 
Indeed, let (xg, . . . , x,) E S be such that F c {x0,. . . , xm}. By (3) (for k = n - I), 
for each y c ,! *here is j(y) < P such that dist(y, Xjcy)) c 2-‘“+*). Since 1 FI = n + 1, for 
some y,zcF, y#z, we have j(y) =j(i) and dist(y, z) s dist(y, +J+ 
dist( z, Xj(r,) < 2-(“+I). 
Property (4) implies that every set A E d can be covered by the union of n 
intervals, each of length 2-“, for n = 1,2,. . . . Hence the set A is of measure zero 
and is nowhere dense in R. Since A is contained in the Luzin (Sierpinski) set X, it 
follows that A is countable, and K c Z(X). 
Next, we will prove that K is a ccc space. 
Let “c’= {V,: a < ol} be a family of open subsets of (0, l,“, such that V, A K # $9, 
for a! c ol. Without loss of generality, we may assume that for every a QC ol, 
V, ={fc{O, l}“:flAa = 1 andfIB, = 0) for some finite A,, Ba c X. Since the prod- 
uct (0, 1}x is separable we may additionally assume that n{ Va: cy < ol} f 0 hence 
(A,wAp)n(B,uBg)=O fora,/3<0,. (51 
We may also require that there is an n E o such that lAel = n for all (Y c al. For all 
cy < ol, the set A, belongs to SQ since Va n K # 0. 
Let A, = {x0”, . . . , xz_,} and Za = (x0”, . . . , xt_,) E X”. The space X” is separable 
metrizable, therefore there is a fi c w1 such that ZP is an accumulation point of the 
set {Z= : Q! < a~,}. Let (x0,. . . , x,,,) E S be such that A, c {x0,. . . , x,,,}. There is an 
ar < wl, a # /3, such that dist&, &) < 2--(m+“+4’. Then (x0,. . . , x,,,, xz, .. . , x4-,) E S 
and therefore A, w As E a?. By (& - c\ -ae have V, n VP n K # 0, which proves the ccc 
property for K. 
Finally, let us observe that the family of open subsets {{f~ K: f(x ) = 1): x E X} 
witnesses that K does not have calibre (IX], 0,) (hence also precalibre (1x1, w1)). 
5. Spread of Carson compacta 
‘et X be a topological space, s(X) denotes the spread of X = sup(( YI: Y c X is 
dicrete}. By w(X) and n(X) we will denote weight and density of X, respectively. 
For Corson compacta density is always equal to weight and cellularity can be 
less than weight (see Section 4). In this section we shall discuss the following 
question: Is s(K) = w(K) for Corson compacta K ? In general the answer is negative: 
5.1. Example. Assume that there exists a Souslin line S, i.e., a ccc nonseparable 
linearly ordered space. Then there exists a Corson compacturn K with s(K) = o 
and w(K)=o,. 
Without loss of generality we may assume that the space S is compact, cf. [g, 
Example 14.91. Since S is first countable, from Sapirovskii’s result [9, Theorem 
3.221 it follows that there is an irreducible contiaugus ahto came 
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Corson compacturn K (let us recall that the map f from S onto K is irreducible if 
f(P) # K, for every proper closed subset P of S). 
The fact that f is irreducible impiies that d(K) = d(S) = ol. Since d(K) = w(K) 
we have w(K)= wl. Obviously s(K) = w, because s(S) = w. 
However, in some cases equality s(K) = w(K) holds for Gizon compacta. 
5.2. Theorem. Let r be Q set and let Xc E(r). Zf w(X) > ol, then s(X) = w(X). 
Proof. Let K = w(X) and D be a dense subset of X of cardinality K. hen the set 
A={~~~:3x~Xx(y)#O}=(~~~:3x~~x(~)#O}hascardinality~.Therefore 
we may assume that X c Z(K) and 
th<K 3xEX, x(a,)#O. (6) 
Cuse 1: K is regular. By induction on a < K we can choose an ordinal qI, < K and 
an x, E X such that for all a < K: 
(a) v@ < fla for B < a, 
W x,hJ f 0, 
W s > supUbupp&J: B < a Ia 
Let S=(a<K: cf(a)>o}. Since K>w,, S is a stationary set. We define the 
function f: S + K by 
f (a ) = sup{/3 C a : qp E supp( x, )} for a E S. (7) 
We have f (a) < a, because cf( a) > o and supp(xa) is countable. By the pressing- 
down lemma there are a stationary set T c S and a y < K such that ,f( T) = { y}. 
Now, for every a E T, a > y we have 
rl~ e SUPP(X,) for B < a by (c) (8) 
and 
G e sup&) for 6> a by (7) (11, > Y)- (9) 
Let V,=(x~X:x(~~)#0} for aET,a>y. V’ is open and by (8) and (9), (x@: 
#I E T”, /3 > y}n VQ =(x,}. Hence (xg: /3 E T, p > y} is a discrete subset of X of 
cardinality K. 
Case 2: K is singular. It suffices to find for every regular cardinal r) such that 
WI < q < K, a discrere subset Y1, of X of cardinality q. 
Let &: E(K)+ E(v) denotes the projection. By (6) we have w(Q(X)) = 7~. 
1 for I&(X ) we can find a discrete subset Z,, c I7,,( X) of cardinality 
can choose Yq c X such that 17,( Yq) = Zq and nf, is one-to-one 
Applying Case 
q. Finally, we 
on Yq. q 
5.3. Corollary. Let K be a Corsort compactum. If w(K) > wl, then s(K) = w(K). 
Remark. Corollary 5.3 can be also derived from a result of Sapirovskii [9, 
Theorems 2.9, 3.131. 
Corollary 5.3 implies that if K is a Corson compactum with s(K) < w(K), then 
” . s(K) = w and w(K) = wE. Therefore ,K IS a ccc nonsepar&:e compacturn. Smce 
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ccc implies separability for Gul’ko compacta (cf. [2, 73) and for Corson compacta 
of order type <ol (cf. Section 3) we obtain the following: 
5.4. Corollary. For Gul’ko compacta K, s( K ) = w( K ). 
5.5. Corollary. Let K be a Carson compacturn of order type CO, . IIen s( K ) = w( K ). 
5.6. Corollary. Assume MA+ 1CH. Then for Carson compacta K, s(K) = w(K). 
Let B;“(~“)=(f~Z(w”j:f is of the first Bait-e class on the irrationals gW}. In 
[I21 the author proved that ccc compact subspaces of B;“(d) are separable. This 
implies the following: 
5.7. Corollrry. Let K be a compact subspace of the space Bp( u*). 7?1en s( K ) = w( K ). 
Remarks. All Gul’ko compacta of weight ~2”’ can be embedded in B;“( d’), cf. [ 13, 
Theorem 3.5). Let us notice that from a resuJt of Coutant 14, Corollary 2.81 it fottows 
that for Corson compacta with s(K) = w(K) we have w(K) = s( C,,( K)). 
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